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Chapter 23 
Dr. Hedy Villarreal 
The Ritz-Carlton; Lake Tahoe 
Internal Soundtrack: “Farscape: Theme”—SubVision 

 

This recruiting trip was for the geeks in the green folders. There was an 
astrophysics conference in Tahoe, and Richard accompanied me to interview a 
seventeen-year-old wunderkind who could pan out quite well for the Cave 
projects in the future. She’d all but completed her undergrad requirements with 
AP classes and had an academic scholarship to Columbia. The senator agreed to 
pick up her dorm and other living costs, and Richard set up a series of projects for 
her to work on in the interim.  

With the business done, Richard joined the convention crowd for Star Trek night. 
He went as Tuvok, ears and all. From the lobby, I picked up a gorgeous, big-bellied 
ginger man in his early thirties. He had a genius IQ, and he was a yeller.  

“Yes! Put it in your mouth!  Yes, like that, baby! Ooh, so deep!!” 

The man had a nice penis, skillful hands, and a generous mouth, but I could feel 
my cheeks go crimson as I pumped away on his shortish but delightfully fat dick. 
No doubt Arye and Edison could hear him, and I was not looking forward to the 
room-clearing tonight or the flight home tomorrow. Good god.  

Finally, I’d had enough of his yap and pushed him back on the bed, where I 
promptly straddled him, hoping to put a tit in his mouth. Unfortunately, our 
combined bellies were significant, and I couldn’t quite cover the spread. 
Desperate times call for desperate measures, and he wasn’t getting any quieter, 
so I flipped around, this time straddling his face.  

“Yes, baby, yes! Sit on my face!” 

Jesus Christ. I quickly lowered myself, careful to avoid accidentally strangling him 
with my thighs.  

“Uhl tha whay don,” he said, muffled. 

“What’s that, sugar?” I asked, lifting up a bit to look at him upside down. 

“All the way down,” he said, eyes sparkling. 



“I might kill you if I do that.” 

“I promise you, you won’t.” I could feel his smile against my undercarriage.  

Shaking my head, I lowered again. He popped me on my ass to indicate that I was 
still not giving him everything. I relaxed and gave him what he wanted, and he 
settled down into a far more subdued set of satisfied grunts and moans.  

This was a good move on a number of fronts—the guys next door were no longer 
getting the play-by-play, and my single-serving geek had a pull that was straight 
up delightful. He tapped my butt again, and I leaned forward, settling my weight 
onto him as I laid the side of my face on his belly, which undulated with his 
breathing. I received another satisfied groan in response. I grabbed the lube from 
under his hip and wrapped my arms around his belly, taking his cock in hand.  

He had stamina for days, and I came a couple more times before realizing that his 
release button could only be found with a lubed-up middle finger. If I’d had 
another day or two with him, and possibly a ball gag, I absolutely could have 
introduced him to the delights of anal beads or even a strap-on.  

Ah, such are the limits of road sex. I do what I can.  



Chapter 24 
Edison Fitzwallace 
The Ritz-Carlton; Lake Tahoe 

 

I couldn’t tell what was worse—the noise or the silence. I approached the door 
when things got quiet, but Arye shot me a look. I sat back down, curling my fists 
at my sides. The gentle knocking against the wall went on for nearly forty-five 
minutes.  

She came three times. She was quiet each time, which I didn’t think was her style. 
Not that I knew her style in bed, but I’d never imagined her quiet. Gagged? Yes. 
Quiet? Never. 

If I had to guess, she was quiet for our sakes, and that somehow felt worse.  

At the very least, it was significantly worse than dealing with those half-shifted 
canines. Adding insult to injury, Hedy’s weird little dog was in our room. She 
hopped up on the bed next to me, making herself at home on my lap. Yeah, this 
was totally what I signed up for.  

The gentle knocking stopped with a muffled shout. His muffled shout. His 
surprised, delighted, groaning muffled shout. Like maybe she’d unlocked his cum-
switch and done something right at the end to please him. When I imagined what 
those things could be—and I did imagine them—I wanted to break something. 

I was grateful Arye volunteered to clear the post-coital room. That didn’t prevent 
me from noting Hedy’s look of relaxed satisfaction the next morning.  

Over the next few months, I joined in on a handful of trips. They were blessedly 
quieter affairs, but Hedy was rarely alone, and there was no rhyme or reason to 
her method. Male, female, skinny, tall, short, fat—everything was a sliding scale 
with that woman. The only feature that she consistently showed a preference for 
was red hair. And that bugged me more than anything else. 

 

  



Chapter 25 
Dr. Hedy Villarreal 
The Cave 
Internal Soundtrack: “Standing In The Way of Control”—The Gossip 

 

I was walking through the mess, fully enthused to be going about my day, when I 
saw Edison getting up to leave. He’d never regarded me with anything resembling 
respect, but ever since the trip to Tahoe he’d turned up the dick-mode dial to 
eleven. I iced his scowl for the millionth time and sat down next to Max, who was 
shaking his head. I caught his look. 

“What?” 

“That was a fun exchange.” 

“Welcome to my world, where no good deed goes unpunished. I let him go on 
that raid, which my mom is still pissed about, by the way. I even waited until 
everyone, including the two newbies, rotated out on my service before putting 
him on the list. And he’s still being a jackass. So he can get his mean mug on, 
‘cause I am doing him no favors from now on.” 

He reached over with his spoon and snagged a scoop of Miss Odeal’s mac and 
cheese. “How can you be so smart and so dumb at the same time?” he asked as 
he chewed the purloined goodness. 

I popped his hand with my fork when he went back for seconds. “What do you 
mean? Dude hates me.” 

“Mmmm, I don’t think hate is the right emotion.”  

Max’s smile was more of a smirk. And more knowing than I was comfortable with.  

“Every. Single. Time I see that guy, he looks like he has something foul-tasting in 
his mouth,” I said while taking a violent bite out of my veggie goat-cheese 
sandwich. “Probably has a thing about fat women.” 

“Easy there, tiger. Don’t take it out on your frilly sandwich,” he said, sneaking 
another spoonful of mac and cheese. “Arye said that he was acting like a jealous 
boyfriend in Tahoe.” 



I paused mid-bite and put my sandwich down. Still chewing, I replied, “You both 
need to have your heads examined.” 

He tried for one more scoop, but put his spoon down when I brandished my fork.  

“I’m just sayin’—you might want to consider that he might have a thing for fat 
women. Specifically, you.” 

Not sure why, but that made me laugh.  

“What the fuck are you smoking?  I know signals, and he is sending me all the 
wrong ones.” 

He shrugged, leaning over to steal one of Pocket’s potato chips. “I dunno. Maybe 
he’s in your blind spot.” 

I respected Max’s tactical skills, but he didn’t know what the hell he was talking 
about. Dismissing his theory, I finished my sandwich, along with what was left of 
my mac and cheese, and went on with my day. That red-headed jackass could go 
kick rocks as far as I was concerned. 

  



Chapter 26 
Dr. Hedy Villarreal 
Phoenix and El Paso 
Internal Soundtrack: “Diablo Rojo”—Rodrigo y Gabriela 

 

I dreamt that I was a single clear balloon drifting into the sky, and woke with a 
huge smile on my face. I loved getting an early start when there was work to be 
done and flesh to be pressed.  I tucked Minnie under my arm and made my way 
out to the tarmac, where Rocky was waiting for us in my father’s 55C. After the 
raid in West Texas, my father agreed—after some gentle prompting from my 
mother—that I should get more airtime with an actual instructor before 
attempting to pilot aircraft of any kind.  

Whatever.  

We were set to visit an epidemiologist in Phoenix and the recruiter in Denver, 
who’d returned from the sandbox. Paula was finally all healed up from having her 
ribcage caved in, and she was my agent on this trip. Minnie took turns getting 
scritches from the both of us. 

Soon enough, we were wheels up and drinking the strong, delicious coffee that 
Miss Odeal had brewed up for us. Given the privacy of the passenger cabin, Paula 
and I sat facing each other and used this as an opportunity for an informal 
session. Paula knew I wasn’t a therapist, but she needed someone to talk to. 
She’d been in the first Gulf War and still found herself waking up to the sounds 
and smells of conflict.  

“That’s the thing, Hedy. I wake up, and I know immediately that it’s just a bad 
dream, that it’s not real. I put on the soothing music, I do the counting, I do the 
meditation, I clean my gun.” 

“And how quickly does that work for you?” I asked, adopting a concerned look. 

“Depends. Fifteen, sometimes twenty minutes. I just don’t understand why I keep 
having these stupid dreams—they’ve come back worse than before after this last 
injury. And that gun powder smell is so strong. Why can’t I get over it?  Why is this 
still affecting me, like twenty-five years later?” 



“It’s cute that you think that trauma works on a timeline.”  I said with a smile, glad 
that something from my psych classes had stuck. 

“So you don’t think that it’s ridiculous that I wasn’t hurt, not even once during the 
whole war, and I have PTSD?” 

She skimmed her hands along her thighs, rocking back and forth. I doubted she 
even registered the self-soothing motion, or how good a job she was really doing 
with regulating her unwanted thoughts and emotions. 

“Paula, violence isn’t just physical. Witnessing injury and death is a sort of mental 
violence and tricky to work through. We don’t get to decide the things that will 
affect us, nor do we get to decide for how long.”  

She paused the rocking motion, crossing her arms. “That is such bullshit.” 

“You’ll get no argument from me on that. Your service shouldn’t have been a life 
sentence. But these memories aren’t your biggest problem.” 

“What, then?” 

“It’s not that you have these episodes, but rather that you judge yourself so 
harshly for them. Your coping mechanisms are amazingly effective. You don’t go 
through the day a complete mess. When these dreams come up, you handle it 
exactly as you should. You’re not a broken person, Paula. You are a whole person 
who is living with a facet of trauma. So stop being so hard on yourself.” 

Paula nodded and looked down. Maybe—hopefully—my words were resonating. 
Or at least not doing any harm. 

Rocky came on over the PA. “Okay, folks, get ready. We’re about to land in 
Phoenix.” 

“Hey, Sweetie Pie,” I asked, using Paula’s call sign, “are you okay?” 

She smiled, winking at me. “Don’t worry, boss. I’m locked and ready to go.” 

I was happy to see some progress, actually a little proud of myself as I looked out 
the window.  

Our transportation varied depending on location and Rae’s hair-trigger sense of 
imminent danger. This time a car was waiting for us. Despite my good mood, 



something felt off about the setup. The kind of car, maybe?  Where was the 
driver? 

“Paula, wait—” I said as she opened the upper half of the door, letting the warm 
Arizona air fill the cabin.  

In my past life, I wouldn’t have made anything of it until I was practically at the 
car and then found six months later in a shallow grave. But Arye had drilled it into 
my head to be aware of my surroundings and act accordingly. Profile the space, 
not just the people, he’d said to me.  

Paula clearly had the same feeling and had already started pulling down the door 
when a bullet pinged off the hull. A shitload of things went into motion all at 
once.  

Paula pulled her Glock from her flight jacket, yelling, “Gaia, take cover!”   

Then, into her walkie, “Code Black! Code Black!”  

Max banged through the cockpit door and pulled me and Minnie into a seat. At no 
time in that interaction did my feet touch the ground.  

Clicking his shoulder mic, he yelled, “Scramble, scramble. St. Louis, scramble!”  

Edison appeared from a far corner of the hangar and began running toward the 
plane, impressively fast for his crouched position. As he drew closer, Paula 
opened the door and laid down cover fire. A bullet from the rear of the hangar 
tore through her throat. Max lifted her from the entry way and placed her in front 
of me. Reaching across the small table, I pressed my hand against the arterial 
spray. Max picked up where she left off, laying down more cover as Edison 
reached the plane. 

Turning to me, Max ordered, “Gaia, make sure the bullet didn’t hit anything 
important. Check the windows and the fuselage.” 

I hesitated, not understanding what he’d called me.  

“I can’t, Paula’s bleeding out!” 

As I said this, I realized I could no longer feel the insistent pumping of Paula’s 
heart. There was no pressure against my hand. I looked into her open eyes and, 
with a chill in my guts, realized that she was no longer looking back at me.  



“Gaia!  She’s gone—check the plane!” 

Shit. That was my call sign. Willing myself to keep my shit together as Paula’s 
blood cooled in the webbing between my fingers, I looked behind him and saw 
the bullet lodged into a seat cushion. “No damage to the plane, Sabado.” 

As Edison reached the plane, he was knocked to the ground and a red bloom 
appeared on his side.  

“Edis—fuck—St. Louis!” I screamed, panicked. 

Edison quickly assessed his wound and made the sign for a through and through.  

With the pause in firing, a man rose from behind some boxes to take aim at Max 
in the doorway. Still on the ground, Edison yelled in a great and terrible voice, 
“Sabado—down!”  

Max hit the deck and Edison squeezed the trigger. The man spun and went down 
with a sickening thud, lost in an avalanche of boxes. Max kicked down the steps, 
and, quick as lightning, a very injured Edison got to his feet and bolted up the 
stairs.  

Just as he reached the top, another person raised a weapon that looked like a 
blaster from Star Wars. The man holding the weapon had a strange animal look 
about him. If I had to describe his features, I’d say he looked like a shaved 
werewolf.  

I screamed as he pulled the trigger, and a screeching sound like ripping metal 
came from the weapon. I clamped my hand over my mouth, still screaming. 
Several inches of Edison’s lower left leg had disintegrated. Evaporated. 
Disappeared.  

Edison looked at me with a confused expression as he canted to the side, blood 
beginning to seep from the partially cauterized wound. I inhaled iron as the man 
checked the weapon in his hand, perhaps surprised that he did not fully hit his 
target.  

Woosh! 

With a blinding flash of light, his head disappeared, and a hole materialized in the 
roof of the hangar fifty feet above us. His body fell to the ground with a heavy 



thump and black dust swirled up around him, almost beautiful in its aerial filigree. 
With his body splayed, something in my consciousness noted the familiar-looking 
scars on his hands. After a few seconds, the scent of ash drifted into my nostrils. I 
was inhaling that man’s brain, the particulate matter of everything he’d ever 
been.     

Jostling me out of my horrified reverie, Max pulled Edison in, yanked the stairs 
into place, and slammed the door down as more bullets pinged off the side. Thirty 
seconds later the jet was barreling down the runway.  

I sat there in a daze, a loud whooshing sound in my ears, pain creeping up behind 
my eyeballs. Eventually I realized that Max was yelling at me. 

“Gaia!  Give me something for Edison’s leg!  GAIA!  Are you listening to me?” 

Numbly, I reached for my go-bag and rooted around for something, anything. My 
hand landed on a bra, which I pulled out and gave to Max. Edison was sitting on 
the bench, still wearing his sunglasses, his face red, his jaw clenched in pain. Max 
was too large for the space and couldn’t get purchase on Edison’s leg. My brain 
finally turned over and began to crank. 

“Max, switch places with me. And get the med kit—we should have a pair of 
scissors, some QuickClot, and a roll of Coban in there. It’s not great, but it’ll hafta 
do.” 

I knelt in front of Edison, assessing the situation. He’d lost everything below the 
calf. His flesh had been singed by the blast, but the wound was still bleeding badly 
and his calf muscles were contracting involuntarily. Fuuuuck, that had to hurt. I 
grabbed a pillow from one of the seats and shoved it under his knee, elevating the 
remainder of his leg as best I could.  

Max grabbed the med kit from under the bench and dumped it out, handing me 
the scissors. I ripped his pants up the side, cut away the excess and grabbed my 
bra. Clamping down on the ruined leg with an underwire on each side, I doubled 
back around the circumference and knotted it, fastening a makeshift restrictive 
splint. Max handed me the QuickClot. Damn, only two packages. No one had 
planned for amputation by Rebel blaster. I wadded up the first strip and delicately 
packed it into place while swearing off pulled pork for the rest of my life. Edison 
let out a growl that was almost animalistic.  



“Sorry, sorry. I’m sorry.” 

His eyes still screwed shut, he gritted through his teeth. “Just do it, Gaia. Don’t be 
such a civilian.” 

Well, excuse the fuck out of me.  Asshole.  

I balled up my fist and—ahem—more firmly pushed the packing into place. Later, 
as I would re-examine my actions—and the in-cabin video—I would come to 
realize that I may or may not have lightly punched the freshly amputated leg of a 
highly decorated Navy SEAL in retribution for his shitty constitution during a life-
threatening emergency.  

Not my finest moment. 

I took the second strip and pressed it over the first, then held the packing in place 
while Max wrapped the self-sticking roll of Coban around the whole mess.    

Rocky got on the PA. “Tell me what you want to do back there.” 

Max and I looked at each other. Phoenix, which had several Trauma 1 hospitals, 
was blown. I checked Edison’s pulse, it was strong. We had a few other choices 
that were closer, but El Paso was where my dad had people.  

I hit the intercom. “Rock, take us to El Paso. Land at the airport. Tell Jose to have a 
car waiting for us and call Dr. Holloway. Have him waiting for us at University 
Medical.” 

“Ten-four. We’re looking at a little under an hour to touch down. Buckle into 
something—it’s going to be a rough couple of minutes until we hit cruising 
altitude.” 

“We’ll take it.” 

I sat next to Edison on the bench as Max plopped down into the seat across from 
us and buckled in. Between the adrenalin and the emergency takeoff, my hands 
were shaking so badly that I couldn’t buckle my own seat belt. Edison reached 
over and clicked the two sides of the belt together. I looked down at the bloody 
prints on the shiny metal, then over to Edison. His stump looked ridiculous with 
the haphazardly applied field dressing and my black and teal lace bra. He was 
holding his side, grinding his teeth in pain.  



Shit.  

We’d spent so much energy getting his leg to stop bleeding that we’d forgotten 
the bullet wound in his side. God, the blood was oozing between his fingers and 
we didn’t have any more of the clotting gauze. And Paula—I couldn’t even think 
about Paula, whose body sat on a seat in the back. Shit, shit, shit. I needed to get 
my act together.  

I got Max’s attention and shakily pointed to the lav. “L-look in the cabinet for maxi 
pads. We need to stop the bleeding in his side.” 

Max got up and climbed down through the steeply inclined cabin. After a few 
moments of him banging around in the miniscule bathroom, he made his way 
back up to us and handed me several pads.  

“Did you check on Sweetie Pie?” I asked, hoping that what I’d seen with my own 
eyes wasn’t true. 

He nodded. “She’s gone.”  

She was one of my favorite recruits and a damn fine Marine. “Semper Fi,” I 
whispered, to no one in particular. 

“Semper Fi,” responded Max and Edison in quiet unison. 

I gathered myself again, then lifted Edison’s shirt. There were two holes on his left 
side at the waist, entrance and exit wounds, both small but bleeding steadily. I 
positioned the two pads and held pressure on the dressings. Edison inhaled 
sharply. 

“I’m sorry. I know it hurts.” 

“It’s fine. Stop apologizing,” he said, grinding his teeth as he adjusted in his seat. 

Worried, Max asked, “Do we need to hit a closer hospital?” 

Edison, still wearing his stupid Oakley’s, shook his head. “No. Gaia’s right. Don’t 
touch down until we’re in El Paso.” 

Max sat down across the aisle and buckled in. Rocky wasn’t exaggerating. Going 
through cloud cover at that speed and angle shook the cabin. I was in an odd 



position, strapped into the seat, twisted to hold Edison’s waist, and it threw off 
my equilibrium, amping up the pressure behind my eyes to a pounding migraine.  

All I could smell in that claustrophobic space was his blood, acrid gun smoke, and 
a charred licorice version of his earthy, red-apple scent. I did a slow lean into his 
shoulder as a wave of nausea rolled over me and pre-vomit saliva began coating 
my back teeth.  

“St. Louis…” I said weakly. 

He was already there with the emesis bag, holding it as I lost breakfast and what 
felt like part of my spleen. No doubt he thought I was just the most ridiculous 
person on the planet. Once the plane leveled out, Max took the disgusting sack 
from Edison and handed me one of the pads from the lav. I took it and shakily 
wiped the spit and vomit from my mouth and chin.  

“Gaia—are you okay?” Edison asked gently. 

Tears sprang into my eyes. I was so confused. Oh yeah, my call sign. I kept 
forgetting. Gaia, the large, round embodiment of Mother Earth. Seemed pretty 
hilarious at the time. 

Max looked over at me. “Hey, little lady, you gonna be okay?” 

I didn’t trust myself to open my mouth, so I nodded instead.  

I re-evaluated the holes in Edison, and they were still seeping pretty badly. I 
unbuckled my seat belt so I could turn my whole body toward him.  

“Here, let me have your sunglasses.”  

Without waiting for a response, I delicately removed them from his face and 
tossed them into my bag. He looked more fragile without them, and his eyes were 
squeezed shut in pain. His left arm was in the way, so I draped it over my shoulder 
for a better angle. His large hand rested on my waist, and my head was at his 
chest, while I kept firm pressure with both hands. We stayed in that oddly 
intimate position until the third round of dressings, when he finally stopped 
bleeding. 

Max found the in-cabin refrigerator and medicine cabinet under the table by 
Paula. He brought me a ginger ale and some wet napkins to clean my hands. He 



gave Edison a couple of Vicodin. At some point, a small whimpering entered my 
consciousness, and I realized that Minnie was under the seat to our side, looking 
up with worried eyes.  

I cooed at her. “It’s okay, Minnie.”   

She knew I was lying and stayed under the seat for the rest of the flight. 

I didn’t blame her. It’s one thing to know that people were after me; it’s another 
thing entirely when theory becomes blood on the pavement. More tears began to 
spill down my cheeks, and Minnie let out a soft whine. I had more questions, 
needed to know why this was happening. Staring at the bloody, dripping 
bandages, I was acutely aware that the agent sitting next to me had lost a good 
chunk of his leg saving my life. 

*** 

My mother called me, then Max, when I didn’t pick up. She had Rae and 
Wakefield on the line. Max put them on speakerphone. 

“Tell me.” 

“Pharaoh’s guys found us. Killed Sweetie Pie. St. Louis’ lower leg is…gone.” 

“Where are the shooters?” 

“Neutralized.” 

“And St. Louis?” 

I answered, “He’s alive and his pulse is strong. His bleeding is slowing down. 
We’re heading to University Medical in El Paso.” 

I managed to keep the shaking out of my voice, but just barely. 

“That was a good call, Gaia. Jose is already out at the airport waiting for you.” 

God, I hoped it was the right call. 

“When you get there, do not go to the emergency entrance. Swing around back, 
and Dr. Holloway will be waiting for you. We are wheels up in five, should be 
getting there at about the same time. If you are approached, wait for the code Big 
Red.” 



“Okay.” 

Rae came on the line. “Sabado, tell St. Louis that he has been ordered not to die.” 

“I’m here,” Edison whispered hoarsely. “I’ll try not to disappoint.” 

*** 

Fifty-two minutes later, we landed at the El Paso International Airport and Jose 
met us at the hangar.  Max carried Edison down the steps and into a huge black 
dually double-cab, and we left Minnie behind with Rocky. Ten excruciating, law-
breaking minutes later, we rounded the corner on the looming hospital. Edison 
lost consciousness as Jose pulled into the back parking lot. A short, muscular Black 
man in a doctor’s coat was waiting for us with a gurney. 

Max got out of the truck with a gun aimed at the doctor’s head and the safety off. 
It was only then that I remembered Arye’s bunker gift in my handbag. Which was 
still on the plane. God, I was fucking useless. 

The good doctor stepped back several paces, his hands up. “W-w-wait!! Big Red! 
Big Red!” 

“What’s your name?” 

The man’s eyes widened against his dark skin. “Dr. Tobias Holloway. Who are 
you?” 

I spoke up. “I’m Gaia. You are not Dr. Holloway!  He’s much older than you and 
has white hair.” 

Looking up at Max, the good doctor answered quickly. “I-I know. That’s my dad. 
He retired last year, but he’s inside waiting for us. He sent me out here because 
I’m fast.” 

“Okay, fine.” I nodded at Max. “This is Sabado.” 

“And this is St. Louis, right?” the younger Dr. Holloway asked, pointing at Edison. 

“Yes.” 

“Then let’s get him on the gurney and into the hospital.” 



We worked together to get Edison on the gurney, made difficult by his large, 
heavy frame. He cried out in pain when we stood him up and passed out again as 
we placed him on the rolling platform. Holloway and Max took a running start, 
pushing the bed as fast as possible toward the hospital entrance. 

The original Dr. Holloway was waiting at the door, and he and the hospital staff 
took the hand off, pulling Edison into a room. From the hallway, we could see 
them cutting away his clothing, adding monitors and covering him haphazardly 
with sheets as they assessed the leg. The good news was that the anticoagulant 
gauze had done its job, though he’d still lost quite a bit of blood. They left the 
brassiere in place while they worked on stabilizing his vitals.  

We stood by, silently watching as the doctors and nurses engaged in a flurry of 
activity around Edison. Finally, after a few more minutes of organized chaos, they 
began to move him. Max and I flanked the team, escorting them as they pushed 
toward a set of doors marked Surgery.  

Edison opened his eyes and looked at me as he passed through the doors. I waved 
my hand—because I’m an idiot—and made a silent wish to the universal void that 
he might somehow make it out of this.  

As Edison disappeared behind the doors, my mother and father walked through 
the back entrance, escorted by Rae. The black, canvas cross-body bag she was 
wearing did not go with her outfit. If I had to guess, it contained an impressive 
number of weapons and a couple of hand grenades for good measure. 

“What’s the 411?”   

“He lost the lower part of his left leg; they stabilized him and are taking him into 
surgery now.” 

Rae to Max, “Sabado, have you had a chance to recon the building?” 

“No, Sissy.” 

“Okay, let’s get a lay of the land.”   

With that, she and Max went outside, guns drawn.  



My mother came up to me, “Gaia, I need to stay here to make sure that the agent 
is okay. You’re going to go back to the airport with your father. Moses and Kinky 
are at the airport waiting for you.” 

“But—” 

“No buts about it,” she said, cutting me off. “We don’t know how they’re tracking 
you, and you are too exposed here. We need to get you back to the Cave as 
quickly as possible.” 

There wasn’t an argument to be had; my mother had already walked away from 
me at that point. I looked at my dad. 

“Is she serious?” 

“It’s not just you, honey. We need to take care of Sweetie Pie’s body. And you 
have blood all over you. You can’t be out like this; it will draw attention.” 

The light pink blouse I’d started the day with was bloodied beyond recognition. 
That was two blouses Edison owed me. Reluctantly, I followed Jose to his truck. I 
was silent as we made our way back to the airport, the daylight hurting my eyes.  

Etienne and Arye stood there with guns drawn, a man’s body off to the side. My 
father said nothing but gripped my arm as we made our way past the black, 
plastic body bag that contained Paula Carlson. Entering the stripped plane further 
eroded my reality. The carpeting was gone, and we were walking on a bleached 
subfloor.  

Rocky had carefully and thoroughly cleaned the blood from the leather seats, 
windows, and ceiling. The industrial cleaners made the space between my 
eyebrows ache. It occurred to me that this might not have been the first time he’d 
had to do that. It also occurred to me that the dead body in the hangar could just 
as well have been his handiwork. 

Collapsing next to my neatly reassembled go-bag, I stared out the window in a 
daze, numb as Rocky, Etienne, and Arye gently lifted Paula into the plane’s 
storage compartment. Sticky with blood, sweat, and, sure, a few tears, I grabbed 
a change of clothes and made my way to the lav in the back of the plane.  



I barely recognized myself in the mirror. In addition to the blood-stained blouse, 
I’d run my hands through my hair at some point, leaving trails of crunchy, drying 
blood in their wake. In the airless space I removed my clothes, used wetted paper 
towels to clean my body and hair, and put on the fresh underwear, sports bra, 
jeans, and black T-shirt from my bag. I grabbed a bottle of water and took four 
aspirin with caffeine, hoping they would be good enough. I dug out a clip and 
pinned my hair back as best I could, which was not very well at all. When I opened 
the lav door, Arye was waiting for me. 

“You okay?” he asked, gently touching my arm. 

“Nope,” I said, tears spilling freely. “And my head is killing me.” 

He smiled and gave me a gentle hug, during which he whispered, “At least your 
boobs look good in that shirt.” 

“Jackass.” I wiped my eyes, laughing softly.  

After gathering myself, I made my way back to the front of the plane, to the same 
bench I’d shared with Edison. I sat next to my father and leaned against him, 
inhaling the remnants of bleach and some kind of chlorine agent. He wrapped his 
arm around me and held me close. Etienne sat across from us. His quiet stoicism 
calmed me, even as I noticed the blood on his hands. More tears fell as we sat 
through the short flight to the Cave.  

  



Chapter 27 
Edison Fitzwallace 
Kerrville, TX  
August 1974 

 

Lena sat in her hospital bed, looking at me with affection and hate. Her dark eyes 
sparkled in the morning sun, despite the hollowness of her cheekbones and the 
lack of hair on her head. The emerald-green aura which had always danced 
around her had become darker and less active.  

“Wait for me, Zeke,” she said. “Be patient, and look for the girl with my laugh.” 

Overcome, I struggled to accept her words. “If I could, I would walk with you into 
the next life.” 

“It’s not your time. Wait for me; I’ll find you.” 

That was the last time we spoke. Her remaining days were a mix of drug-induced 
sleep and barely coherent agony. The only sounds she made were animalistic, 
hellish cries for release. For days I stayed at her bedside, willing her to live, willing 
her to die, willing for something other than the horror that had become her life. 

There was still so much about me that she didn’t know: my real age, the things I’d 
done in the past. For years our love neutralized my need for violence, but in the 
last few weeks I’d started killing again. I was in the Sheriff’s department in our 
small Texas town, and I knew who the bad people were. I would finish my shift, sit 
with Lena until the drugs took her under, then go out and wreak havoc on the 
deserving. 

On her final morning, I’d fallen asleep in the hospital chair, slumped over her bed, 
still in uniform. I imagine that with her last reserve of strength, she reached over 
and gently unsnapped then removed my gun from its holster.  

It was so heavy, and she so weak, that she couldn’t hold it up to her head. From 
what the investigators could tell, she dragged the gun onto the pillow and 
positioned the gun at her sternum, right where the doctor would press his cold 
stethoscope.  

“I’ll be waiting for you,” she whispered. 



Her gentle words woke me from a nightmarish sleep. I was groggy and slow; her 
thumb was already on the trigger. The only thing that registered was her 
expression—a smile that was at once sad and angry and full of love. I don’t 
remember anything else, only that smile and the sound of the gun. I didn’t need 
to see what she’d done. I knew without looking that the love of two lifetimes had 
come to an end.  

  



Chapter 28 
Dr. Hedy Villarreal 
The Cave 
Internal Soundtrack: “Lost In My Mind”—The Head and the Heart 

 

We landed in heavy rain, a rare and unwelcome omen over the skies of Central 
Texas. Volunteers from the Cave removed the body of Paula Carlson from the 
airplane and gently placed her in an unmarked hearse. Rae had already called her 
family and arranged for the transport of her body back to New Hampshire.  

My father held my bag and steadied my hand as I made my way down the stairs. 
My Civic was at the airstrip, right where I’d left it just a few hours before. Arye 
drove us to the Cave entrance. When the elevator opened on the ground floor, 
the nerd crew was waiting for me, and Miss Odeal had left a pint of chocolate 
milk on the table.  

“So, Doc, does this mean we get to cancel my session on Tuesday?”   

That was Bernard, whose face had become more and more pallid over the last 
few months. Elliot had his beard in a braided bun on top of Bernard’s head, but he 
hadn’t noticed it yet. I would eventually talk to Elliot about that, but not today.  

Fisher snorted and clicked at him. “Show a little compassion for once in your life, 
goiter head.” 

I regretted that I’d said that aloud the first time I’d met him. Fisher admitted in 
her last session that she had long carried feelings for Elliot, but never dared speak 
of it because she knew that Bernard would be an asshole about it. 

“Nope. Be there or be square.” 

“Fine. And you’re sure this dickhead won’t be listening in?” he asked, looking up 
at his brother. 

“I’m sure of it; I tested out the noise-cancelling headphones myself. He won’t be 
able to hear a thing.” 

Bernard had gotten surprisingly emotional in our first session together, and he 
didn’t want his brother to listen in on his fears, or how he really felt about living 
this life. The goiter head comment had gathered steam, and he hated it. He also 



had unspecified fears for the future, but insisted that he couldn’t tell me about 
those just yet. I was hoping that we’d be able to suss those out in the next 
session. So, no, he would not be able to get out of therapy quite so easily.  

Richard was the next to speak up. “Are you going to be okay?  Can we do anything 
for you?” 

“Look, guys, thank you for being here for me, but I am exhausted, and I’ve got a 
bad headache. I need to lay down for a bit and cry, if I’m being perfectly honest. 
It’s been an upsetting day, so I’m going to go take care of myself now.” 

I’ll be honest, that bit of self-care advice might have come from a Buzzfeed article. 
Or maybe it was Medium. 

The group nodded, and I made to leave. My father walked with me to my 
apartment and sat with me for a few minutes on the couch in my living room as I 
slumped against him, numb and in pain. After a few minutes my phone rang. 
Indaja. My father left to give me privacy. 

“Playing with the big boys now, I see,” she said, her warm smile coming through 
on FaceTime. 

“Yep. I’m a badass. Kept forgetting my own call sign,” I retorted, pushing my palm 
into my forehead to relieve the pressure. 

“Max says you were aware that something was up before the bullets started 
flying. You read the situation and made a good call.” 

I shook my head. “I should have looked out sooner. I should’ve stopped Paula 
from opening the door.” 

Indaja tapped the camera as though she were tapping my forehead, “No, we are 
not going down that route. You kept yourself safe, you stayed low, you made sure 
Edison didn’t bleed to death, and you kept most of your vomit in the barf bag. 
This was a very bad day that could’ve gone a lot worse.” 

Fucking asshole. 

“I can’t believe Max ratted me out.” 



Indaja smiled. “Nah, he was just worried about you. Tell you what, why don’t you 
take a shower and  catch your breath. Get your migraine under control. Then call 
me back after you’ve had lunch.” 

Lunch. It wasn’t even eleven, and I was already back in my apartment. I agreed, 
turned off the phone, and cried through a long, hot shower. Someone knocked as 
I was toweling off. It was Arye, holding Minnie. I’d left her on the plane.  

“Wow. I am useless.” 

I couldn’t help the tears and turned away from him, not wanting yet another 
person to see me in this state. He set Minnie on the floor and placed a hand on 
my shoulder, turning me to face him.  

“Hey now. As your safety instructor, I can tell you, unequivocally, that you are not 
useless.” 

Arye being nice to me, of all people, made me cry harder. He pulled me into a 
hug, and I started to cry. 

“Okay, okay. Let’s sit down,” he said, patting my back. 

We made our way to the couch, and he sat down with his arm open, an invitation. 
I settled next to him, putting my head on his shoulder. I cried for longer than I 
should’ve, but the tears at least relieved the pressure in my head. 

“Now, come on, what’s this all about?”  

“As soon as the bullets started flying, my brain totally shut down,” I said, sniffling 
loudly. “Kick me out of the bunker right now because I didn’t even remember my 
gun. And Paula died.” 

He patted my hair and made very un-Arye-like soothing sounds. “Yes, she did. But 
because of what the bad guys did. Not because of anything you did or didn’t do. 
You’re the one that’s being protected—everything else is on your security detail. 
That’s our job, not yours. You’re still in my bunker, if that means anything at all. I 
mean, how else are we going to repopulate the world?” 

I laughed, even though it hurt.  



“Edison is almost out of surgery, and they say he’s doing well. That’s because you 
had the bra. You used the field dressings. You didn’t remember your gun, but you 
still did all of the right things. Don’t forget that—you saved his life today.” 

I snorted. “Red is one tough son of a bitch.” 

“Yeah, well, so are you.” 

I smiled in spite of myself. “Thanks, Arye.” 

“No problem.” 

We sat for a while in comfortable silence, letting my anxiety settle.  

“Uh…gonna wanna kick my own ass for saying this, but your robe is coming 
open.” 

I looked down. Huh. The reality was, I kind of didn’t mind that he’d seen my tits. I 
snuggled closer into him, letting the robe open a bit further. 

“Come on, Hedy,” he said, gently pulling away from me. 

“You don’t really want me to close it.” I nuzzled into his neck as my hand drifted 
to his lower belly.  

He inhaled, deep and slow. “That’s true. Hell, I’d like you to take it off entirely. But 
you’re going to close it anyway.” 

“What if I don’t want to?” I asked, grazing his waistband.  

Arye smiled, took my hand, and kissed it. “Sorry, love. I am not going to sleep with 
you in this state.” 

“Then give me five minutes.” 

Reaching over, he placed a decorative pillow between us. “Hedy, I can’t. It’s not 
right. And more importantly, you’re my friend. Friends who become lovers either 
become more or they become enemies. As you know, I don’t do more, and I like 
you too much to be your enemy.” 

I blew out a breath, wishing desperately that I could fuck the pain away. But he 
was right; I enjoyed his roughish charm a little too much. If I slept with him, I’d be 
in a world of hurt. I nodded and sat up, closing my robe.  



About thirty seconds later, the humiliation hit. 

“Well, shit. Kind of embarrassed myself there, didn’t I?” I wiped my eyes, unable 
to look at him. 

He pushed my shoulder. “Oh, shut up. You’re sad, and sex isn’t the worst solution. 
Just for us it is. Besides, you like redheads.” 

“I’m sorry, what?” I asked, my eyes still not quite meeting his. 

“Literally everyone you sleep with on the road is a redhead.” 

“There was that cute lesbian in San Francisco.” 

“Auburn with red highlights,” he replied smugly. 

“The nerd in Tahoe.” 

“Ginger, like a Weasley.” 

“The pilot in San Antonio. Now I know you can’t say anything there because she 
was black, with black hair.” 

“Yes, but what was the color of her husband’s hair?” 

I shot him the finger. 

He snorted to himself. “Also, there’s already a redhead who’s got his eye on you, 
and I’m not one to stand in the way of that.” 

I gaped at him, completely thrown. “The fuck’re you talking about?” 

“It would be rude of me to steal you from a guy who is being operated on at this 
very moment. It’s just not cricket.” 

I scooted to the side a little more and turned toward Arye, looking at him like he’d 
lost his damned mind. “Did you hit your head?  Or take up smoking crack?  That 
man cannot stand me.” 

He tilted his head at me with a raised brow. “If I had a thing for someone and 
didn’t want them to know it, that’s exactly how I’d treat them.” 

I shake my head, pulling my robe tighter. “That makes no sense. I mean, how sure 
are you?” 



“Do you remember how loud that nerd was?” 

I pinked. “Um, yeah. Sorry about that.” 

“Aside from finding out that you can deep throat like a champ, Edison had to be 
talked down from busting in on the two of you.” 

I bit my lip and fiddled with the belt on my robe. I…I didn’t hate the thought of it, 
regardless of my next words. “I doubt that very seriously. And if he was, it was 
because he was doing his job and was worried for my safety.” 

Arye shook his head. “Dude was not worried in the slightest. He looked like he 
wanted to rip that nerd’s head clean off.” 

“Really?” I needed to stop sounding so excited by the prospect. 

“Really.” 

Closing one eye and looking up at the ceiling, I wondered out loud. “What the hell 
am I going to do with this information?” 

“Off the top of my head, wait till he’s nice and recovered, then do that robe trick. 
He will not say no, I promise you. I’m half-regretting it myself,” he said, kissing my 
hand again. 

I pulled my hand away from my lecherous friend’s grip. “Easy, boy. The moment is 
over. I just…I cannot wrap my head around the concept that Edison is at all 
attracted to me.” 

“Attracted? No. More like committed. That man wants to set up house and make 
babies with you.” 

“Shut up,” I said, punching him in the arm. 

“Jeez, now I’m glad I didn’t sleep with you—you’re violent,” he said, scuffing my 
hair. 

“You know what, you’ve cheered me up enough. You can go now, Captain 
Inappropriate.” 

“Yeah, but that’s what you kinda like about me.” 

“True,” I said, hugging him again. 



Arye kissed the top of my head and left me to my thoughts.  

I sat for several minutes, staring out the window, unable to make sense of things. 
Finally, I decided on a nap. When I woke up, the migraine was gone but the 
sadness remained. A little later, Richard brought me a late lunch. 

“Izzy, Rae, and Max have returned from El Paso, and they are requesting that you 
join them for a debrief in thirty minutes.” 

“Thanks, Richard.” 

“No problem. And don’t forget, we’ve got poker tomorrow night in the mess. You 
promised the margaritas. So…priorities.” 

My life was never not ridiculous anymore.  

“I’ll be there with bells on.” 

I’m sure that the sandwich he brought me was delicious, but everything tasted 
like cardboard and nothing left me feeling ready for the debrief with Rae and my 
mom. I wanted to get it over with so I could curl up in bed with Minnie and miss 
my wife and pretend that I didn’t live in a world like this. I walked into the 
situation room bare faced, looking my entire age.  

We discussed the details and reviewed the security footage from the plane and 
various cameras in the hangar. They’d been lying in wait for the driver, a local ATF 
agent on loan. He was dead before he even knew there was a problem. Edison 
was in the passenger seat when they came under fire. He managed to hit the deck 
and combat crawl away from the vehicle. As he made cover, bullets ricocheted 
everywhere, one slicing through his shoulder mic. His earpiece was undamaged, 
but he was effectively mute. He took out two of the bad guys before the plane 
was seen entering the hangar. The three remaining men took their positions.  

From a different camera angle, we watched as Paula opened the door, and it was 
shocking how quickly the next events happened; in real life they had seemed to 
take much longer.  

My mother turned to me, her lips in a thin line. This had to be hard for her.  

“Can you remember anything about the shooters on the ground?  Did you get a 
look at their faces?” 



“I saw the one who shot off Edison’s leg. He was one of those half-shifted 
shepherds, but he wasn’t hairy. And he had some kind of Han Solo gun.” 

“It’s a high-powered, broad spectrum laser. Edison was lucky that it was a 
misfire.” 

Lucky. Not so sure that he’d agree. 

The video continued with the shifter looking down at his pistol, setting off the full 
blast. It removed everything from his shoulders up. There is no such thing as a gun 
accident. 

“Did you hear them say any words? Did they sound American, or…?” 

I shook my head. “The only person to say anything in the hangar was Edison. He 
told Max to get down. Killed the man by the boxes.”   

“Did Sweetie—did Paula say anything?” 

I nodded, tears spilling out onto my cheeks once more. “She told me to take 
cover. She called a code black, and then Max sort of magically appeared out of 
thin air and put me into the seat.” 

I looked at Rae, who nodded silently. They understood what that meant. 

Rae stopped the playback and pulled up the file with the in-cabin video. With a 
growing knot in my stomach, I watched as Paula got knocked back, then saw 
Edison reach the cabin door. Even though I knew what was coming, I jumped 
when the lower section of his leg disappeared. There was a little pride in the fact 
that I managed to look calm as Max and I worked to stop the bleeding. That 
slipped away as I watched myself lean over and wretch. My mom grabbed my 
hand. 

“Ay, mija. That must have been awful.”   

As she was comforting me, Rae’s eyebrow went up. On the video, I could be seen 
removing Edison’s sunglasses, then settling into the strange embrace with his 
hand at my waist. After several moments, he opened his eyes, which were bluer 
than I remembered. He was watching me as I held pressure, and had a warm, 
almost fond expression on his face. Rae’s eyes widened when she saw this, but I 
shut her down with a look. I couldn’t even begin to go there with her. 



It was shocking to me that from start to finish the attack took three minutes and 
thirty-two seconds.  

I sat, numbly dealing with that figure in my head while Rae and my mother talked 
through the specifics. Phrases like, “well-trained” and “heavily armed” and 
“appropriate action” floated through my consciousness as I grappled with the fact 
that life as I knew it had changed—again—in a matter of minutes.  

“I don’t understand. Why did I have so many agents?  I’ve never seen three 
agents on a trip before. And the driver—why ATF?” 

Mom and Rae exchanged a look. 

I couldn’t help it. “Is there something I should know about my situation?” 

Rae sighed. “There’s a few things that we’re going to keep close to the vest for 
now. But we have been intercepting lines of chatter since you came into our 
custody.” 

“Chatter?” 

“Yes, communication between Pharaoh’s people. They’ve been trying to track you 
for a while, but this was the first time they got a hit. We just…we’ve only recently 
begun to unencrypt the messages.” 

As she said this, she handed me a document: 

Comm intercept_0218 

Signal lost over Central Texas 

crash reported? 

Unconfirmed at this time. Signal being blocked. 

how many agents down? 

All 

how? 

Had help. Male—no known history 

top priority 



Heart? 

still beating 

10-4 

 

Comm intercept_0220 

Father confirmed; wedding picture attached. 

last known location? 

West Texas, no leads on primary. 

known holdings? 

Cattle and oil fields. Other holdings are blocked. Dead ends 

continue to work on father, identify mother 

10-4 

 

Comm intercept_0302 

Mother of primary identified; business holdings are vapor. 

further leads? 

None at this time. 

tracking? 

Tracking down since first day. Devices likely scrubbed. 

let me know if situation changes 

 

Comm intercept_0423 

Device activated again. 

how reliable? 



Strong. 

location? 

SFC. Move on signal 

negative. follow signal, identify origin 

Move on origin? 

negative. likely hazardous to health, recon only 

10-4 

 

Comm intercept_0813 

Mission failed. 

count? 

All. 

Go again? 

no, looking at other options 

10-4 

 

My lip faltered as I read the intercepted communications. I didn’t understand why 
they would even care about finding me. I didn’t know anything. 

“Can I assume that my trips are suspended?” 

“For now.” 

*** 

Unable to sit in my little apartment, I went for a walk through the caves. After 
several minutes of wandering, I found myself in a larger alcove with what looked 
to be a semi-circle of hospital rooms. The door closest to me was wide open, so I 
peeked inside. Like everything else in the Cave, this small room was the most 
technologically advanced medical suite I had ever seen. Touch screens with digital 



displays of every bodily function, 4K TVs, and a sweet, Bluetooth-enabled, 
multifunction bed. Which was currently occupied. 

Edison. 

I didn’t understand him being here. I’d seen him only hours before, and they’d 
been frantically trying to keep him alive. I walked softly to the bed and stared at 
the outline under the sheets. One leg went all the way down. One ended a few 
inches below the knee. I didn’t understand how he could have already left the 
hospital. 

I sat in the hard metal and plastic hospital chair next to his bed, careful not to 
wake him. Even in the terrible hospital lighting, my breath caught in my chest. His 
features softened in sleep, peaceful and…good looking. While the space had all of 
the rubbery antiseptic tang of a hospital room, it still smelled of him, of rich earth 
and red apples and old library books. His long, tanned arms were muscular from 
battle, his hands veiny and strong. I took in his square, bearded jaw, thick, slightly 
wavy red hair with grey streaks at the temples. Dammit. Stupid Arye. Stupid Max. 

“Screw you for saving my life, Red.” Putting my forehead on the edge of the bed, I 
continued, whispering, “But thank you.”  

I got up to leave, then thought better of it and turned back to give him a light kiss 
on his forehead. As I exited the room, I ran into Dr. Fisher. 

“Dr. Villarreal!  I didn’t think that you had access to the blue hallways.” 

I looked down. Sure enough, the metal grating was painted blue. “Sorry about 
that, I was wandering around and saw Edison. Why is he here and not at the 
hospital?” 

Pocket walked up at that time, cutting off Fisher’s response, “Hey, Hedy. I’m 
sorry, I have to escort you out of here. This is a restricted area.” 

“Sure, Pocket. My mistake.”   

Pocket answered my unasked question. “It was too dangerous to leave him there, 
so when he came out of surgery and was stable, we moved him.” 

“More dangerous than letting a man who almost died recover from his injuries?” 

Pocket clamped his mouth shut and escorted me to the edge of the blue walkway.  



“Apologies, Hedy. I can’t say anything else.” 

“Understood,” I said, even though I didn’t. 

I returned to my room, where I stayed for the rest of the day. 

  



Chapter 29 
Edison Fitzwallace 
The Cave 

 

I waited for Hedy’s footfalls to recede before opening my eyes and smiling—very 
slightly—to myself. I didn’t mind the nickname, not even a little.  

I could still feel my leg. I’d had it for a dozen decades in this life, so I suppose 
some phantom sensation was to be expected. There would be the pain of loss, 
and soon. But not today.  

Maybe it was the drugs, maybe I was drunk on the citrusy scent that always 
surrounded her. I spent the rest of the afternoon reliving every touch from her 
that day—the embrace on the plane, the way my hand felt at her waist, the 
warmth of her lips on my forehead, the words whispered in anger and affection. 

She was a problem, but for today, I wouldn’t fight it. 


